KIWI-EYE SYSTEM

Operation and Maintenance Manual
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Purpose of the Operation and Maintenance Manual
This Instruction Manual is an integral part of the KIWI-EYE system and is intended
to provide you with all the information necessary to
●
●
●
●
●

The correct installation of the electronic devices (hardware and software)
that make up the system;
A thorough knowledge of its operation and intended use;
Awareness of the hazards and risks present when using vehicles on which
the KIWI-EYE system has been installed;
Proper awareness of security issues among operators;
Its correct use in safe conditions;

Please read the instructions in this manual carefully before installing
and using the KIWI-EYE system so that you can operate it safely at all
times.
The technical information contained in this document is provided for
information purposes only and does not constitute a contractual
commitment.
Kiwitron s.r.l. reserves the right to make any graphic or functional
changes to the devices and/or software without prior notice.
If the information in the manual seems insufficient, it is mandatory to
contact Kiwitron s.r.l. technical assistance.

Kiwitron s.r.l.
Customer service
Tel. +39 051 1889 3470
Mail: info@kiwitron.it
website: www.kiwitron.it
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Target audience
This manual is intended for: the installer, the operator of the vehicles on which
it is installed, and qualified personnel authorised to maintain the system.
The KIWI-EYE system must be operated by trained and qualified
personnel.
All personnel responsible for the installation, operation and use of
the KIWI-EYE system must have read and understood this operating
and maintenance manual.

How to read the manual
The Manual has been divided into self-contained chapters to facilitate
immediate understanding of the text; terms, abbreviations and pictograms are
used, the meaning of which is indicated below.
ABBREVIATIONS:
Par. = paragraph
Page = page
Fig. = figure
Tab. = table
PITTOGRAMS:
Pitt.

Description
CAUTION: Pay attention to the text next to this pictogram.

PROHIBITION:
permitted.

Indicates

operations

or

actions

that

are not
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Unit of measurement
The units of measurement given in the manual are those of the International
System (SI).

Glossary
●

●
●

Badge: A plastic card used for personal identification containing
identification or access information. More generally it can refer to RFID
media in general.
ETS-DN: ETS-Down device, part of the ETS family, is an I/O expansion
unit.
Depth camera: a camera that, in addition to providing a video stream,
uses stereoscopic readings to calculate the distance of each framed
element.

Intended use
The KIWI-EYE system is designed for use only on self-propelled industrial trucks
or industrial vehicles with electric, endothermic or hybrid drive that comply
with the Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC.

Prohibited use
Any use of the KIWI-EYE system that is not expressly described in this manual is
not permitted.
And in particular:
●

It is not permitted to install KIWI-EYE on vehicles that can travel on
public roads.

●

In bogies crossing tracks unless a self-holding system is already present
on the start consent.
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KIWI-EYE is a driver assistance system, NOT an autonomous driving
system.
KIWI-EYE is not an explosion-proof device.

KIWI-EYE cannot be installed on vehicles with two or more axles
powered by an endothermic engine, such as cars, lorries, mopeds,
motorbikes, and operating machinery licensed for public use.

General safety instructions
The KIWI-EYE system CANNOT replace the safety devices of the
vehicle on which it is installed.

The KIWI-EYE system MUST be installed in compliance with the
general safety regulations.

It is forbidden to install the KIWI-EYE system to inhibit or alter the
functioning of the safety systems already present on the vehicle.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO USE the system to operate power contactors,
as opening them while current is flowing would cause an electric
arc.
WARNING THE OPERATOR of the vehicle before carrying out any
remote operation (web cloud or remote connection via PC) to
prevent dangerous situations.
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The management of blocking (or slowing down) MUST respect the
safety of the machine and the operators. The stopping of a machine
MUST NOT create potentially dangerous situations.
Do not use the KIWI-EYE system in the presence of flammable
gases or fumes, near petrol stations, fuel depots, chemical plants or
during blasting operations. Avoid any potentially explosive
atmosphere.

Risk assessment
It is the responsibility of the operator (owner of the vehicle) to carry out an
environmental risk analysis prior to installation.
●

During the installation phase, it is imperative to ensure that any
malfunction of the KIWI-EYE device does not compromise the safety or
productivity of the operators or the plant.

●

It is essential to assess the situation if the device malfunctions.

●

It is possible for the machine to be slowed down without a person being
detected, but it is also possible for the slowdown not to be activated
despite a person being detected.

Exclusion of liability
Kiwitron s.r.l. holds itself harmless from any liability for damage caused by:
●

Improper use of the system.

●

Use by unqualified and/or trained personnel.

●

Incorrect installation.

●

Power supply defects.

●

Inadequate maintenance.
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●

Unauthorised modifications or interventions.

●

Incorrect manoeuvres.

●

Use of non-original spare parts.

●

Use of accessories not foreseen or not authorised in writing.

●

Total or partial non-compliance with instructions.

●

Exceptional events.

●

Not in accordance with the regulations and legislation currently in force
in the country of installation.
WARNING!
Kiwitron s.r.l. is relieved of any responsibility in case of
installation of the KIWI-EYE system on vehicles that are also
authorised to circulate on public roads.
● In this case the operator is responsible for the decision to
install and use the system on the vehicle.
● In this case, it is ABSOLUTELY MANDATORY to disable the
function of blocking the vehicle and slowing down when
people are detected, in order to avoid creating situations
of hindrance or danger (e.g. blocking the vehicle when
crossing railway tracks).

Manufacturer's warranty
Kiwitron s.r.l. as manufacturer of the KIWI-EYE system grants a warranty
period of 1 year on the KIWI-EYE system components.
The period starts from the date on the delivery note. The guarantee does not
apply to breakages and/or defects caused by:
●

Improper use of the system.

●

Use by unqualified and/or trained personnel.

●

Incorrect installation.

●

Power supply defects.

●

Inadequate maintenance.
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●

Unauthorised modifications or interventions.

●

Incorrect manoeuvres.

●

Use of non-original spare parts.

●

Use of accessories not planned or not authorised in writing

●

Total or partial non-compliance with instructions

●

Exceptional events

●

Not in accordance with the regulations and legislation currently in force
in the country of installation.

The warranty does not extend to parts that wear out as a result of normal use
such as:
●

Touch screen.

●

Electrical cables and connectors.
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Description and purpose of the KIWI-EYE system
The KIWI-EYE system is a safety system (people detection, warning signals, vehicle
slowing down) that is installed on trucks and commercial vehicles with drivers on
board and/or ground or driverless vehicles such as:
●

Forklift trucks with front lift powered by electric or thermal motors.

●

Lifts with covering forks, retractable, with forks between the side members.

●

Electric company vehicles (caddy, motor scooters, toy trains, etc.).

It is supplied in kit form and consists of a PC control unit (Fig.1), one or more
cameras and a touch-screen (Fig.2). The kit can be customised according to the
customer's needs and the characteristics of the vehicles on which it is installed.

Fig. 1: PC control unit

Fig. 2: Camera and touch screen

The kit also includes connection cables, connectors and various sensors to attach
to the vehicle, depending on the system version supplied.
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Possible customisations of the KIWI-EYE system
●
●
●
●
●
●

Medium supply voltage: low (9-75 V) or high (14-140 V)
Configuration of cameras, by number and positioning on the front and/or
rear of the vehicle
Camera viewing angle: 65° or 89° (wide)
Screen size (7, 8 or 10 inches)
Stand-alone version or integration with ETS system
Addition of turret light

Functionality of the KIWI-EYE system
It is a driving aid system for industrial vehicles to increase safety in mixed
workplaces with people and vehicles and is equipped with the following
functionalities:
●
●
●

People detection and distance estimation.
Sending warning signals to the driver.
Expandable system with additional dedicated functionality.

As this is a fully customisable system in terms of configuration and
functionality, there may be functions or accessories on KIWI-EYE
systems that are not currently included in this version of the
manual.
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Technical Data
PC and CAMERA CONTROL BOXES: ALUMINIUM CONTAINERS WITH CABLES
PARAMETER

VALUE
MIN

TYPICAL

MAX

UNITS
MEASUR
EMENT

Dimensions PC CONTROLLER

166x141x64

mm

CAMERA dimensions

150x80x50

mm

180 x 123 x 39
199 x 159 x 35
249 x 170 x 37

mm

Screen size

Ingress Protection (EN 60529)

IP54

Working temperature

-25

Power supply

9
14

Absorption

20

Serial interface

(low tens.)
(high tens.)

70

°C

75
140

V

60

W

Y

SCREEN
Display size

7 / 8 (4:3) / 10

Resolution

1280x800
1024x768
1920 x 1200

Surface treatment

Anti-Glare

Touch technology

Capacitive

Brightness

400

Inch

Cd/m2
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ETS (only version with integrated ETS)
Dimensions

85/110x56x21

mm

Drawings with the exact measurements of the components of the camera
mounting arm follow.
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Operating principle
The system needs to be installed on the vehicle by connecting it to the power
source (battery), and the cameras need to be positioned on the vehicle (front
and/or back, depending on the number and configuration chosen) and the
screen on the dashboard (these actions are described in the following chapters).
Let us now give an idea of the internal workings of the system:
● KIWI-EYE uses an artificial intelligence algorithm, specifically a neural
network, to detect and locate people in the video stream of the cameras;
● Once a person has been identified, the distance data is extracted from the
camera;
● The results of the neural network and distance detection are merged to
overlay the boxes of the detected persons in each frame of the video
stream;
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●

●

●

●

The boxes have different colours (red, yellow, green) depending on the
thresholds set. It is possible to set different thresholds for different
directions of travel;
if the distance detected is less than the minimum threshold (red), the
system relay is triggered (possibly causing the vehicle to slow down, if so
ordered during system configuration);
In the case of a single camera, let's say at the back of the vehicle, the video
stream with the readings is also shown at the front of the vehicle but no
warning signals are emitted;
If the light tower is present, it can be configured to emit a light signal in the
colour of the box 'nearest' to the vehicle;

When is a person detected?
● A person is detected by the system if they are present in the video stream.
● The system can also detect people with their backs turned or bent over.
When is a person NOT detected?
● A person is NOT detected if they are not present in the video stream.
● A person is NOT detected if he/she is not recognisable as a 'human being'
(in fact, if the user himself/herself cannot see the person, then the system
does not see him/her either).
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Integration with ETS
If the KIWI-EYE system is integrated with an ETS, you have the same functionality
as the ETS TOUCH kit with the difference that the touch pad is not integrated
with the ETS but the screen of the KIWI-EYE kit is used for the same purpose (e.g.
operator checklist) (Fig.3 ).

Fig. 3: Integration with ETS, operator checklist on the KIWI-EYE screen

Assembly instructions
The KIWI-EYE system components must be installed on the vehicle in the areas
shown in Fig. 4 and 5 below:
●
●
●
●
●

Zone A, driver/operator seat side or dashboard: ETS device, badge readers
(optional);
Zone B, dashboard or vertical column: for KIWI-EYE screen;
Zone C, plant compartment or under the sunroof: KIWI-EYE PC control
unit;
Zone D, upper vertical or horizontal posts: cameras;
Zone E, horizontal column (front or rear) or canopy, but also at the front of
the vehicle: light tower (optional).
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Fig. 4

Fig. 5

PC control unit installation
The PC control unit of the KIWI-EYE system can be fixed in the most suitable
position inside the cab of the vehicle but, using an ETS-DN (see the
ETS/ETS-TOUCH sheet for more information) equipped with an accelerometer for
shock detection, it is advisable to fix the control unit at right angles to the axes of
movement of the machine.
Fig.6 shows an ETS-DN in the recommended position, the controller should be
installed in the same way with one of the plugs (the front one with the grommets
or the rear one with the USB-mini connector) facing upwards.
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Fig. 6: Installation of ETS-DN for correct shock detection

Screen installation
The screen must be installed in such a way as to be clearly visible to the
operator/driver, without obstructing their view. For this reason, it is advisable to fix
it, using the supplied bracket, to the dashboard or one of the vehicle's pillars, as
shown in Fig.7 and 8.

Fig 7:
screen installed on the vehicle column
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Fig. 8:
ETS TOUCH fixed to the vertical column of the vehicle, in a similar position and
manner the screen of the KIWI-EYE can be installed.

Camera installation
Each camera comes with a mounting bracket, simply insert the screws into the
slotted holes and secure with nuts to the vehicle column.
Depending on the number of cameras, various configurations are possible. The
most common one consists of three cameras: two at the front of the vehicle and
one at the back.
Some of the possible configurations are shown in Fig.9.
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Fig. 9:
some possible configurations depending on the number of cameras
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Light tower installation
The light tower (Fig.10) must be installed in a place on the vehicle that is clearly
visible to the operators on the ground, but also to the driver himself, as its
purpose is to increase the visibility of the readings shown on the screen and make
them visible to other operators.

Fig. 10

ETS installation
The badge reader (ETS) must be installed in a position that is easy for the driver to
reach (as shown in Fig.11 and 12), as it may need to be used each time to unlock
the vehicle before use (depending on configuration and equipment).
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Fig. 11 and 12: badge reader positioned on the vehicle dashboard or beside the
seat.
For mounting the ETS, special Velcro-type adhesives are available on
request, allowing for simple, fast and non-invasive installation.

To protect the health of operators, place the ETS player at least half a
metre away from the driver's seat to limit exposure to
electromagnetic waves emitted by wireless devices.
On versions equipped with one or more antenna connectors, this
MUST ABSOLUTELY NOT TOUCH or be placed near METALLIC PARTS
(WITH ELECTRICAL POWER) SUCH AS THE FRAME, as this could
adversely affect the system.
It is forbidden to place the ETS device and the KIWI-EYE PC control
unit near sources of strong heat or exposed to the weather.

It is forbidden to install the devices that make up the KIWI-EYE in
positions that restrict the driver's view or that may hinder his
movements.
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Avoid placing the ETS device with metal parts covering its top, as this
may cause malfunctions in wireless devices.

It is strictly forbidden to drill holes in the vehicle structure in order to
install the KIWI-EYE devices. Only use brackets or fastening systems
that do not compromise the structure of the vehicle.

System power-I/O wiring
As shown in Fig.13 the KIWI-EYE PC controller is equipped with power wiring.
Table 1 shows the technical specifications for the connections.

Fig. 13
Table 1
Colour

Type

Value

BLACK

Power supply
Input

GND Battery

RED

Power supply

Battery voltage (Range specified on label)
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Input
YELLOW

Input

KEY SIGNAL (Battery Positive)

PINK

Input

MARK SIGNAL (Positive Battery, only for 2 or more
rooms)

GREY

Output

Contact 1 Relay Slowdown

GREY

Output

Contact 2 Slowdown relay

Connection diagram
Fig.14 below shows the connection diagram of the KIWI-EYE components in the
case with 4 cameras, touch screen and ETS.
Fig.15 shows another example of connecting a kit with 3 cameras and screen.

Fig. 14
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Fig. 15
●
●

●
●

each camera is supplied already connected to the PC control unit;
The screen must be connected both to the HDMI cable coming out of the
control unit and to the power cable (grey cable in Fig.15), which in turn
must be connected to the power supply coming out of the control unit;
In the case of a touch screen, the screen's USB cable must be connected to
the USB extension cable coming out of the control unit;
In the case of an integrated ETS, this must be connected to its wiring
harness coming out of the control unit.

Regarding the connection between the KIWI-EYE system and the vehicle, please
refer to Table 1 shown above.

Connecting auxiliary signals
The customisations available for the KIWI-EYE system include the possibility of
adding one or more I/O signals, e.g. to close an additional relay or take a possible
negative signal.
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The procedure for inserting the necessary wiring and pinout of the ETS-DN
follows.
1. Unscrew the screws of the control unit cover (Fig.16).
2. Unscrew the Allen screws of the cable gland box shown in Fig.17. Remove
the front ones (the upper ones can be left in place).
3. Lift the upper part of the cable bushing (Fig. 18).
4. Insert the extra cable into one of the grommets and plug it into the pole of
the MOLEX connector according to the pinout (Fig.19, the purple cable).
5. Repeat the previous steps in reverse order to close the cable box and the
control unit.

Fig. 16

Fig. 17

Fig. 18

Fig. 19
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ETS-DN pinout

PIN 1 -> Positive Power supply 10 to 120 V DC
PIN 2 -> Negative Power Supply
PIN 3 -> IP1 Positive Input (activation threshold >1.7 Volt 150 V Max)
PIN 4 -> IP2 Positive Input (activation threshold >1.7 Volt 150 V Max)
PIN 5 -> Analogue Input 2 (0-10 volts)
PIN 6 -> Negative Input IN1 (activation threshold <0.5 Volt 150 V Max)
PIN 7 -> Negative Input IN2 (activation threshold <0.5 Volt 150 V Max)
PIN 8 -> Relay Contact 1 (Common)
PIN 9 -> Relay contact 1 (NO 6Amp Max)
PIN 10 -> Relay Contact 2 (Common)
PIN 11 -> Relay contact 2 (NO 6Amp Max)
PIN 12 -> Relay Contact 3 (Common)
PIN 13 -> Relay contact 3 (NO 6Amp Max)
PIN 14 -> Analog Input 1 (0-5volt) (Current Sensor)
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Use
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION:
●
●

●
●

Download and unzip the zip from the link https://aka.kiwi/kiwieye-setup on
a Windows laptop.
Connect the USB programming cable from the laptop to the port on the
back of the control unit

The device must be powered and in working mode (key inserted)
Double click on CameraConfigurator.exe
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●

This is the initial screen:

●
●

Click on Connect to get the configuration from KiwiEye
Wait until you receive the configuration read confirmation from KiwiEye
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●

●

To change the Warning (yellow zone) and Alarm (red zone) distances on
the front or back, change the numbers in the respective yellow or red
squares (millimetre units)
The Detection Threshold can also be changed.
○ by raising it, the system is more selective (it only detects when it is
most certain, eliminating more false positives - recommended
maximum value 70)
○ by lowering it, the system is less selective (signals detection even
when less certain - recommended minimum value 30)
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●

●
●
●

To change a camera or move it from front to back you need to click the
checkmark to enter Advanced mode :

This page lists the serial numbers of the cameras configured as front and
rear facing. (The camera serial number can be found on the label on the
back of the camera).
The cameras are sorted by progression from left-centre, left-centre,
centre-right and right for correct on-screen display.
It is possible to mirror the display of both front and rear cameras by ticking
mirror_camera.
To send the new configuration to the camera click on Send
A summary message containing the configuration being sent will appear.
Click OK
When the bar has reached the end of the cursor, a confirmation message
will appear.
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Depending on the configuration of the KIWI-EYE system, the operators of the
vehicles on which the system has been installed can use it.

ACTIVATION:
●

●

The operator gets on the forklift truck by placing himself in the driving
position and turns the vehicle's ignition key.
The KIWI-EYE system is activated and the cameras start transmitting video
streams.
If the ETS is present, it is activated and waits for a login; the operator
can then access the system via authentication.
For details on how to operate the system with ETS, please refer to the ETS
documentation.

DEACTIVATION:
●

●

When the work is finished, the operator switches off the machine and
gets out of the vehicle.
The KIWI-EYE system then switches to energy-saving standby mode,
without ever switching off completely.
In the presence of ETS, the user is uncoupled automatically or manually
by the operator.
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Visual signals
The KIWI-EYE system can optionally be equipped with a screen showing the
result of the calculation made on the video stream taken by the cameras: each
person detected is placed in a box coloured according to their distance from the
vehicle, with different colours (red, yellow, green) according to the thresholds set.
If the system is integrated with the light tower, it lights up in the colour of the
person closest to the vehicle.

Acoustic signals
If the system is integrated with the light tower, it can be configured to emit an
acoustic signal when a person is detected within a certain distance from the
vehicle.

Vehicle slowdown
If the customer so wishes, the relay of the PC control unit can be triggered to slow
down the vehicle when a person is detected within the minimum distance
threshold from the vehicle ("red" threshold).
By adding the connection of an auxiliary relay contact (following the procedure
above), it is possible to activate the slowdown also for the "yellow" threshold.
In the configuration with only one camera (e.g. reverse), the detection
and its display on the screen also takes place while the vehicle is
driving in the opposite direction (e.g. forward).
In this case, however, the signalling and/or slowdown functions
are not active.
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Maintenance
The main maintenance required by the KIWI-EYE system concerns the cameras:
they must always be clean in order to transmit an optimal video flow. We
recommend cleaning with a cloth, possibly moistened, but making sure that no
residue remains on the viewers.
Periodically check the condition of all other elements of the system, in particular
cables and supports.
The following paragraphs contain instructions for certain disassembly/assembly
operations.

CONTROL OF CORRECT FUNCTIONING:
1. Switch on the vehicle.
2. If the system is equipped with a monitor, ensure that the image on the
screen is clear, stable and correctly oriented.
3. Check that the anti-collision system is working properly by standing in
front of the cameras and checking that the signals and delays are working
properly.

To verify that the machine slows down in the presence of a person in
the video stream, use a multimeter to check the correct behaviour of
the relay contact.
It is forbidden to carry out the test referred to in point 3 by operating
the machine's translation function.
Always observe the general safety regulations.
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Camera replacement
It can be useful to disconnect a chamber from the rest of the system, either to
send it in for repair or to solve problems in starting up the system, but also when
it is necessary to run the cable through small openings through which the whole
chamber body cannot pass. Below are all the steps to open and disconnect the
chamber; the procedure for connecting and closing is similar, simply done in
reverse order.
1. Unscrew the screws of the chamber housing (Fig. 20)
2. Unscrew the outermost part of the cable gland by turning it anticlockwise,
using a spanner if necessary (Fig.21).
3. Disconnect the USB connector from the camera body and, by gently
pulling, pass it through the cable gland until it comes out (Fig.22).

In the reverse procedure, a click should be heard when connecting
the USB cable to the camera body.

Fig. 20

Fig. 21
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Fig. 22

Disconnect peripheral cable on PC side
Often, all that is needed to resolve malfunctions in the KIWI-EYE system is to
check that all cables are connected correctly. In the previous paragraph the
procedure to disconnect a camera from the camera side is shown; below is the
easy procedure to disconnect a camera, but also the screen, from the PC side.
1. Unscrew the screws of the control unit cover (Fig.23).
2. Detach and reattach the cable corresponding to the peripheral device of
interest (Fig. 24).

Fig. 23

Fig.24
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Common troubleshooting
The table below lists the most common problems encountered with the
KIWI-EYE system and their solutions. Since this system is highly customizable and
configurable, the list may be incomplete. For problems not described in this
manual, please refer directly to Kiwitron support.

For ETS-related problems, please refer to the relevant manual.

SYMPTOM

POSSIBLE CAUSE AND SOLUTION

The screen does not
turn on and no LED is
lit on it

Screen power problem
Check correct insertion of the screen power cable,
both on the screen side and the power supply side
halfway through.

The screen is switched
on and shows a steady
blue screen

HDMI cable
Check that the HDMI cable is inserted correctly, both
on the display side and on the PC side (refer to the
section entitled "Disconnecting the peripheral cable
on the PC side").

The screen is switched
on and shows a fixed
black screen (neither
the Kiwitron logo nor
the video stream can
be seen)

Contact Kiwitron support

The screen displays the
words "Kiwitron" but
the video stream does
not start (a window is
seen trying to open
repeatedly).

●

●

Check that the correct serial numbers of the
cameras are entered in the system
configuration (refer to the section entitled
"SYSTEM CONFIGURATION").
If the problem persists, disconnect and
reconnect the cameras, one at a time with the
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●

●
●

vehicle switched on (refer to paragraph
"Disconnecting the camera").
If the problem persists, disconnect and
reconnect the USB cables of the cameras on
the PC side, one at a time with the vehicle
switched on (refer to paragraph
"Disconnecting the peripheral cable on the PC
side").
If the problem persists, switch the vehicle off
and on again.
If the problem persists, contact Kiwitron
Support

There is no light on
inside the PC control
unit (neither the PC
itself, nor the ETS-DN,
nor the power supply).

No power supply
Check the correct connection of the power cables of
the KIWI-EYE system to the vehicle.

Inside the PC control
unit the ETS-DN light is
on but the other two
are not.

Power supply problem
Check that the voltage of the medium is within the
range of the KIWI-EYE; if the problem persists,
contact Kiwitron assistance.

Inside the PC control
unit, the ETS-DN and
power supply indicator
lights are on, but the
PC indicator is not.

Contact Kiwitron support
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Document update details
The technical information contained in this document is provided for
information purposes only and does not constitute a
contractual
commitment. Kiwitron SRL reserves the right to make any graphic or
functional changes to the devices and/or software without prior
notice.

Document version: 2021-03-16
2021 Kiwitron S.r.l. all rights reserved
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